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ABSTRACT
The transportation industry is experiencing an unprecedented revolution. This revolution is being
led by the rapid development of connected and automated vehicle (CAV) technologies together
with cloud-based mobility services featured with huge amount of data being generated, collected,
and utilized. This big data trend provides not only business opportunities but also challenges. One
of the challenges is data privacy which is inherently unavoidable due to the information sharing
nature of such mobility services and the advancement in data analytics. In this thesis, privacy
issues and corresponding countermeasure that related to connected vehicle landscape are com-
prehensively studied. First of all, an overview of the landscape of emerging mobility services
is provided and several typical connected vehicle services are introduced. Then we analyze and
characterize data that can be collected and shared in these services and point out potential privacy
risks. In order to protect user privacy while ensuring service functionality, we develop novel pri-
vacy protection mechanisms for connected automotive user experiences. Specifically, we consider
the whole life cycle of data collection and sharing. To support privacy preserving data collec-
tion, we design fine-grained and privacy-aware data uploading policies that ensure the balance
between enforcing privacy requirements and keeping data utility, and implement a prototype that
collects data from vehicle, smartphone, and smartwatch securely. To support privacy preserving
data sharing, we demonstrate two kinds of risks, additional individual information inference and
user de-anonymization, during data sharing through concrete attack designs. We also propose cor-
responding countermeasures to defend against such attacks and minimize user privacy risks. The




In current days, the transportation industry is experiencing the biggest growth in the domain of
mobile and connected devices with recent advances in Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. In
order to enhance stability, safety, and engagement, modern vehicles have been designed into smart
and intelligent cyber-physical platforms built on abundant sensing and computing systems. At
the same time, data generated by in-vehicle sensors and computing systems are expected to be
collected to fuel more services provided by car manufacturers, third party companies, and the
road infrastructure. So vehicles have also gained the capability to connect and interact with ex-
ternal sources through channels such as ODB-II and wireless communications. Most recently, the
spreading of mobile and wearable devices, such as smart phones and watches, makes it possible to
collect additional dimensions of data from mobile devices in order to achieve goals such as profil-
ing drivers and reconstructing driving scenarios[HOO+14; LMM+17]. Since it has been observed
that various kinds of application domains, from real-time sensor data collections for usage based
insurance to multiple dimension data integration for personalized mobile services (e.g., FordPass
provides services including online payment, parking lots searching, and vehicle localization), rely
on real-time vehicular data, we can envision a future of an increasing amount of streaming data
will be collected from multiple sources, such as in-vehicle systems and drivers’ mobile devices,
and integrated for providing valuable services to the users. Data collection at the endpoint is an
important task for today’s automotive industry.
The consequence in the case of loss of privacy is expected to be disastrous, as witnessed by
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many business cases over the last decade [KFS+15]. In many applications, users are often required
to transmit personally identifiable and sensitive information, such as name, address, phone number,
e-mail, credit card number, or date of birth, that can be associated to a particular individual. With
regards to sensitive data, greater care must be taken in handling, for example, financial information
or real-time GPS locations. Meanwhile, due to multi-source data integration and large amount
of data storage, there are also concerns on other kinds of information, such as data streams from
sensors deployed on vehicles and mobile devices [GFS+14; ETK+16].
With increasing utility of data for valuable services and the same increasing concern on user
privacy, we are facing the dilemma as utility and privacy always become trade-off. As users are
willing to reveal their personal information to selected parties for enjoying benefits brought by
the big data analysis, the major challenge to enhance data privacy is how to achieve both the
data usability and privacy. And the challenge exists at both endpoint data collection and server
side data utilization and sharing mentioned above. Note that data privacy management identifies
the ways in which both organizations and individuals can control how personal or sensitive data
are collected, used, and shared. Well-designed mechanisms for controlling the compliance of
privacy preserving policies and regulations would help organizations to improve the trust towards
their customers. Such policies/regulations may involve the application of specific laws, national
legislations, standards, specific processes or ad hoc restrictions.
In general, users are probably unaware of the diverse influences and implications on their data
uploading, sharing and privacy decisions (e.g., access authorization, sharing with third parties).
The main issues include: i) direct information without proper management, through data sharing
to third parties. For example, sharing personally identifiable information (PII) information to third
parties without anonymity. ii) Privacy leakage through data analysis and inference. Given large
amount of data from a single user, information about his/her driving patterns, daily activities,
personal behaviors can be inferred by an adversary. iii) Privacy issue due to correlation and linkage,
and integration from multiple sources. Since a driver might enjoy multiple services from more than
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one agency, his/her information is possibly integrated from multiple sources, which might cause
much severer privacy issues.
Hence, the innovation brought by emerging connected mobility services and applications leads
to the growth of the usage of various data, resulting the urgent need for mechanisms to enforce
privacy protection. Such a research topic for security researchers is becoming even more important,
as very little effort has been done in this field yet, apart from several ad hoc research solutions.
In this thesis, privacy protection mechanisms and algorithms are designed and implemented
for connected automotive applications to meet the requirement of privacy preserving while con-
sidering user experiences. The scope covers both data collection and uploading from mobile
clients/endpoints (vehicle, smartphone, wearable devices, etc.) and data sharing from the data
server. For the client side, a holistic framework that securely collects data from multiple sources
(e.g., vehicle and brought-in devices) and integrates them in the cloud to enable next-generation
connected applications and services with guaranteed user privacy protection is designed. For the
server side, potential privacy leakage due to data sharing is studied and corresponding solutions
are proposed to mitigate the privacy leakage.
1.1 Thesis Contribution
Contributions of this thesis include:
• We study the connected vehicle landscape and analyze for several representative services
and typical data collection and sharing cases.
• We characterize multi-modal data from their privacy requirements standpoint in order to
understand privacy implications of each data item individually as well as all possible com-
binatorial datasets that could be generated.
• We discuss and propose several solutions for privacy preserving data collection and upload-
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ing. This discussion provides insights for developing secure data collection and fine-grained,
context-aware data uploading approaches to address the trade-off between privacy and data
utility.
• We also point out potential and significant privacy issues during data sharing under the back-
ground of emerging connected vehicle applications. Especially we illustrate such potential
privacy risks by applying concrete attacks on the sanitized data collected by the NHTSA
SafetyPilot project [BS14].
• For each attack, we propose corresponding countermeasures considering both the life cycle
of the data and also how it is used. Our experiments demonstrate the practicality of such
countermeasures.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discuss related works. Chapter 3 describes
the connected automotive scenarios and preliminaries of data collection and sharing. Chapter 4
presents the privacy implication and leakage risk that can happen in connected automotive applica-
tion scenarios and transitional protection mechanisms. Chapter 5 provides secure and data privacy
preserving approaches in data collection mechanisms for connected vehicles. Chapter 6 presents
privacy preserving data sharing in connected vehicle services through two kinds of information




Recently, increasing concerns towards data privacy have been brought when it comes to car connec-
tivity [Jer14; DRK16], especially given the prospect of multi-source data collection and integration
and large amount of data sharing that is foreseen by some recent works [PGS17; LMM+17]. In
order to draw more public attentions, [Jer14] provided an overview of the currently enrolled tech-
nologies in modern vehicles and presented emerging data collection, types of collected data, and
purposes for collecting these data.
Under the background of connected vehicles, privacy leakage due to data collection and shar-
ing were studied by recent works. One study showed that consumers have willingness to enroll in
current usage based car insurance and share data to car insurers if given a minor financial compen-
sation [DRK16]. However, recent study showed that driving data collected in applications, such as
usage based insurance, might cause serious privacy concerns [GFS+14; ZCL+17; NVB+16]. For
examples, several research works found out mobile sensor data, such as acceleration, can be used
to recover driving paths and infer drivers’ locations [GFS+14; ZCL+17]. Even daily driving dis-
tance are possible to reflect drivers’ financial status [VJ13]. A study proposed a method to compute
insurance cost locally on a device connected to the vehicle so that GPS data are not necessarily to
be shared to insurers’ servers [TDK+11], but it requires extra cost to produce and promote such
devices to drivers.
Some research works in other areas are also related to our problem. Zang et al. analyzed large-
scale phone call records to present the risk of re-identification attacks with published location
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data [ZB11]. Their results reflect the location data should be coarse in time domain (e.g., short pe-
riod of data) or space domain (e.g., lower granularity) to avoid privacy leakage. Bindschaedler and
Shokri published the first paper to systematically generate plausible synthetic location traces for
protecting the user location privacy in location based services. The synthetic traces were designed
to resist inference attacks aiming at identifying the true location of users, while greatly maintaining
the data utility [BS16]. The studies in this thesis will also address some location privacy issues in
connected vehicles by proposing data management policies to reduce the possibility of sensitive
information inference (top locations) while considering data utility for data consumers.
Fingerprinting targeted objects through data analyses has been studied in different areas [VVN16;
TSC+16; ETK+16; CCS17; CDP+17]. Vehicular senors data might not be linkable to PII infor-
mation directly. However, previous works have shown that it is possible to fingerprint drivers
through in-vehicle sensor data collected from ODB-II [ETK+16] or IMU data from drivers’ smart-
phones [CCS17]. Investigations in this thesis will show that the risk of de-anonymization also
exists in the connected vehicle scenarios by evaluating fingerprint attack on BSM data from 43
drivers.
With the revolution of connected vehicle network technology, huge amount of vehicular data
can be generated, stored, and consumed for service providers. Security and privacy protection
techniques in data collection [AHM+15], storage [RKS+16; KSL+14; KSL+17], querying [PS14],
content sharing [DDM+17], access control [ASM+14], should also be studied in the connected
vehicle landscape. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis work is the first to comprehensively
study the connected vehicle landscape and its privacy issues in data sharing. And we also take





3.1 Connected Vehicle Landscape
In earlier vehicle networks, telematics services such as vehicle tracking and navigation require only
limited amount of data to be exchanged in the vehicle service networks. Local traffic information
used to be uni-directionally broadcast over satellite radio channels and GPS coordinates of current
vehicle’s position were sent to a service server only upon requests or intermittently via cellular
communication channels due to low bandwidth and high cost.
Recent advances in cellular communication technology and popularity of mobile services end
up leading a rapid deployment of vehicle connectivity to Internet cloud services. More advanced
generation of cellular technology is being integrated to modern vehicles and Wi-Fi adapters em-
bedded in some vehicles are opportunistically looking for available Wi-Fi networks for Internet
connectivity. Even vehicles without equipping such wireless connectivity at a factory setting are
able to be tethered to a mobile device or use aftermarket OBD (on-board diagnosis) port dongles
connected to the Internet. Additionally, technologies like DSRC and 5G enable vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, thus connecting the car to a broader,
smarter Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem.
As a result of this ubiquitous vehicular connectivity, a number of powerful, data-driven ap-
plications are being developed for enhancing driving and customer experiences. Among many,
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Figure 3.1: Generic data flow for connected vehicle services
path vary by application, but it is identical for all of them that the amount of exchanged data, the
communication frequency, the number of data modality are incomparably large compared to the
initial vehicle networks. More importantly, the data collected from individual vehicles/drivers/in-
cabin devices are not just consumed within the data source origins or vehicle clouds, but can be
extensively shared with other stakeholders.
Usage-based insurance (UBI): Today, drivers have the opportunity to opt-in to UBI for reduced
premiums by allowing companies to monitor their driving behavior. Rather than relying only on
drivers’ accident or traffic violation history, UBI can give a more reasonable insurance premium
by observing the current driving behaviors on road. Taking advantage of the V2X communication
and data collection techniques, insurance companies offer consumers insurance policies with the
option of installing application on smartphone to collect sensors data (e.g. acceleration, gyroscope,
magnetometer) or installing a monitoring device into their vehicle to collect driving data (e.g.
mileage, speed, hard braking, GPS) [MCH00; Comom; HPF+15]. Then a risk score is computed
based on these data to recalculate insurance premium.
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Dangerous driving detection: To enhance driver’s safety, it is crucial to detect any dangerous
driving behavior and take a necessary action. Drowsiness detection is an example of dangerous
driving detection, as driver drowsiness has been reported as a major cause of mortality in road acci-
dents [LLC15]. To detect driver drowsiness, sensor based [SSM12], face expression based [AR11],
and physiological signals based [LLC15] approaches, are proposed. To avoid privacy concern in
using video capture of drivers, wearable devices, such as smart watch, can still collect comprehen-
sive data, such as electroencephalographic (EEG) signal and heart rate.
Fleet management: Fleet vehicles and their carrying freights are very important assets, so that
telematics services have been adopted much earlier in this business. Rapid advances in wireless
technology enable real-time vehicle/freight tracking services. For more fine-grained monitoring
and even predictive path planning, collected are not only the location information and vehicle
status, but also driver information and surrounding environmental information such as weather,
traffic, road condition.
Smart mobility: As seamless mobile user experiences are essential for connected or autonomous
vehicles, many smart mobility services are deeply integrated into modern vehicles. For instance,
automotive manufacturers have provided a smartphone app, with which can monitor the current
status of vehicle (e.g. physical access, electrical battery remaining) and remotely control a vehi-
cle (e.g. door locking/unlocking, engine warm-up). To better support customers’ urban mobility
experience, more features are being integrated into the app. Examples include in-vehicle payment
and quick navigation for gas, parking, drive-in shops.
Fig. 3.1 represents generally what types of data are produced and how they can be consumed to
enable the connected vehicle services. These data generated from connected vehicles, drivers, and
their smart devices are gathered in cloud servers. These data are shared with multiple businesses
to enable emerging connected vehicle services. It is important to note that even though the data
is collected and stored in a secure manner, it can be potentially shared with malicious parties.
Generally, the whole procedure from data generation to data consumption can be divided into two
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parts with separately research focus: data collection and data sharing.
3.2 Data Collection in Connected Vehicles
In summary, Fig. 3.1 presents data related to the above scenarios according to data sources. Per-
sonal information is usually data that are collected when a user enrolls into applications (e.g.,
UBI, car sharing) or registers an account (e.g., mobile payment). This kind of information is re-
ally sensitive to personal privacy and should be well protected by the companies. However, the
recent example of the Equifax data breach, where 143 million American consumers’ sensitive per-
sonal information was leaked due to hacker intrusion [BTP+kh], shows that without strong security
mechanism, these sensitive data can be stolen.
With the development of automotive and V2X techniques, driving data are able to be collected
from vehicles and uploaded to cloud servers. Vehicle data contains abundant information of both
vehicle itself and driving status, which can be used to various applications, including not only car
insurance or car sharing mentioned above, but also connected vehicle networks and autonomous
driving.
Meanwhile, mobile devices and wearable devices provide more dimensions of data sources and
convenient data access. Smart phones are able to record a set of sensor data, which can be used to
calculate the usage of services, estimate driving movement, tracking driving path, etc. Wearable
devices can be used to collect biological data of drivers, which directly benefits applications like
drowsy/misbehavior detection.
Table 3.1 summarizes representative data and explanations from different data sources. These
data can be collected and uploaded to cloud server for further use.
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Table 3.1: Data summary in connected vehicle services
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Birth date, age, gender, ..
Smart
Phone
Device info. Phone model, brand, version
Network info. Carrier information, network
connection (2G/3G/LTE/Wi-Fi)
Location data GPS (high accuracy), network
(low accuracy)
Motion sensors Accelerometer, gyroscope, rota-
tion vector, step counter, step de-
tector
Position sensors Magnetic field, orientation,
proximity
Environment sensors Temperature, light, pressure, rel-
ative humidity




Vehicle info. Model, VIN, make, etc.
In-vehicle sensors Steering wheel angle, engine
speed, brake pedal, odometer,
gear, fuel consumption, acceler-
ator, etc.
Car embedded system GPS, camera, etc.
3.3 Data Sharing in Connected Vehicles
Another important session for applications in connected vesicle network is the data sharing. Ser-
vice providers usually require abundant data for analyzing, so they should be able to query neces-
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sary data from the cloud server to support their services. Based on the above application examples,
we identify two categories of data sharing applications. One is individual data sharing for per-
sonalized mobility service. In this category, service providers require information or data from
an individual user so that they can provide personalized service. For example, UBI and dangerous
driving detection belong to this category. The other category is group data sharing for group mobil-
ity services, where anonymized data from a group of users are required and the service providers
are not necessarily aware of the ownership information of these data. For example, fleet man-




Privacy Analyses and Requirements in Connected Vehicles
Applications
In this chapter, we provide privacy analyses and survey for typical connected vehicle applications
and related scenarios to understand what privacy issues might occur and why we need to protect
user privacy.
As we introduced in Chapter 3.1, there are various applications in the connected vehicle land-
scape. To fully support these applications, multiple dimensions of user data are collected by com-
panies, which can bring a lot of user information leakage and sensitive information sharing (e.g.,
PII). In this chapter, we first give two case studies to show how data are used in services and what
risks can occur from these data.
4.1 Case Study of Privacy Leakage
Fig. 4.1 provides a case study of usage based auto insurance. In order to estimate personalized
premium, insurance company may collect some data from drivers to evaluate the drivers’ driving
behaviors. For example, in-vehicle sensor data can provide insights to know whether a driver
is an aggressive driver (e.g., whether hard brakes very often or whether the driver use turning
signals before turning). And the vehicular GPS signals reflect how long a driver drives every day,
which may reflect the possibility of potential accidents, because long distance driving might cause
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Figure 4.1: Data usage and risk in usage based insurance (UBI)
some financial information such as credit cards, VIN, income. However, sharing such kinds of
data will cause direct information leakage, such as being tracked through real-time sensor data and
GPS data, or direct financial information leakage if the insurance company is untrusted.
Fig. 4.2 shows the case study of drowsy detection, which is an emerging application as a safety
feature in today’s connected vehicle applications. We can see some collected data such as sensor
data are in common with usage based insurance, and similarly, used to identify whether a driver’s
driving behavior is normal or not. But some other data types are different because the goal of the
service is different. Vehicular camera will collect photos of a driver’s face when he/she is driving,
so that fatigue detection can be done through the facial expression analysis. And biometric data,
such EGG, heart rate, would also be collected through to check body/condition of the driver. How-
ever, sharing of these data could cause serious privacy concerns because the face is an important
identity of a driver, and biometric data can indicate health status of drivers. So without proper data
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Figure 4.2: Data usage and risk in drowsy detection
4.2 Privacy Risks and Implications in Connected Vehicles
In some scenarios, simple anonymization techniques, such as removing ID or k-anonymity can be
used to preserve user privacy. However, it cannot well prevent privacy leakage in more general
cases, due to the following reasons: i) in some cases, individuals’ information has to be shared to
service providers to enjoy services; ii) through data analysis, PII (e.g., user identity) can be inferred
by some seemingly non-PII information. So in this section, we will discuss such privacy risks by
investigating potential attacks on real-world connected vehicle data through data collection and
sharing.
4.2.1 Personal Identity Leakage
Personal information will not be directly leaked through driving data or smartphone/watch data.
However, it is not difficult to deduce some information through the data that is collected. For
some static data such as brand, model, and configuration of vehicles and device model, carrier of
smartphone/watch the users’ financial status can be roughly inferred. Meanwhile, cascading this
device information is likely to uniquely identify a user of the narrow the user into a small number
of candidates. A similar example is shown in reference [DBC16].
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The driving data can be used to uniquely identify or fingerprint the users, which may cause a
long time tracking to leak more privacy. By using 16 sensors collected from ODB II data (see
Table 1), it is possible to differentiate 15 drivers with 100% accuracy when training with all of the
available sensors using 90% of driving data from each person. Furthermore, it is possible to reach
high identification rates using less than 8 minutes of training data [ETK+16]. By using gyroscope,
accelerometer readings from smartphone, a smartphone user can also be fingerprinted by more
than 90% F1-score in experiment environment [DBC16]
4.2.2 Location Privacy
Except from directly reading GPS locations from device, some sensor data can also be exploited
to recover users’ locations or even traces, which breaches location privacy. Sensor data that can be
collected from vehicle/phone sensors, such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. They
are usually viewed as statistics that don’t have semantic meanings and will not reflect privacy.
However, existing work has proven that a zero permission Android application is able to estimate
a driver driving path and destinations, using only IMUs from smartphone. By modeling roads as
a graph, an attacker is able to exploit the IMUs data to reconstruct the vehicle speed, tuning, and
steering. As a result, the attacker can recover driving path by fitting estimated movements to the
roads’ speed limit/intersections/directions of roads on a map [NVB+16].
More surprisingly, by simply reading the phone’s aggregate power consumption over a period
of a few minutes, an application can learn information about the user’s locations [MSV+15], the
path can be recovered. The insight is that signal strength profiles measured on two different days
are stable. So the power consumption in different path also has fixed patterns. Based on prior
knowledge and machine learning techniques, the path can be recovered. So, without GPS location,
the users’ location privacy can also be threatened if no protection is provided on data collection.
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4.2.3 Abundant Information Inference
In many cases, more user information can be inferred through non-PII information. Since future
connected user dynamic resources can also be extracted from indirect risks they may associate
with, which further depend on the variable time and frequency of access. For example, if a driver’s
GPS information is only accessed once or infrequently, a malicious party cannot derive the move-
ment profile of a user (which may tell where the user is living, working, shopping, etc.). However,
if a malicious party can access GPS information of a user regularly such as every 30 minutes, seven
days a week, she is capable of deriving user location profile. Correspondingly, users’ living places,
working places, frequently visiting shopping malls are not difficult to be inferred, given daily driv-
ing data. The inferred information can be used to identify the users financial status, habits and
recover daily activities, which are serious personal information leakage [LZD+16]. Furthermore,
even the demographics of users (gender, education level, etc.) can be recovered in a large scale
using supervised machine learning techniques, based on the observation that similar characters of
users are likely to visit similar places [LZD+16].
4.2.4 Privacy Leakage through Data Aggregation
A potential privacy risk comes from the various categories of data related to modern connected ve-
hicle scenarios. Collecting multiple dimensional of data will benefit services undeniably, but it will
also bring more privacy concerns as well. In the past decades, we have witnessed multiple serious
privacy breach issues due to information aggregation from different sources [KFS+15; LCZ+17b;
LCZ+17a]. In this paper, we identify potential privacy risks through multiple sources data, and
we can briefly summarized them into homogeneous information aggregation and heterogeneous
information aggregation.
Homogeneous information means different data items from the same category of data. As we
will show in Chapter 6.5, we fingerprinted drivers using nine sensor data from either in-vehicle
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sensors or vehicular cameras. Besides, from smartphone or smartwatch, we can collect more
IMU sensor data that are homogeneous to vehicular sensors. These data are called homogeneous
information. And aggregating homogeneous information will potentially make privacy be leaked
easily, as we will show that aggregating all sensor data achieve the best accuracy for fingerprinting.
Heterogeneous information means information from different categories of data. Since a service
may require different categories of data, this makes privacy protection more difficult. For example,
if using an Android smartphone to collect driving data, the Android app is able to easily collect the
OS version, API level, device, model, product information of the smartphone in the same time
by stealthily invoking “System.getProperty("os.version")”, “android.os.Build.VERSION.SDK”,
“android.os.Build.DEVICE”, “android.os.Build.MODEL”, “android.os.Build.PRODUCT”. With
these device information, it is not difficult to identify a unique user or limit candidates from a large
set of users. And it will be a complement to de-anonymize the drivers using sensor data, and bring
more privacy concerns. What’s worse, equipped with de-anonymization techniques [KFS+15], an
attacker may aggregate information of an individual from multiple services/scenarios. These facts
show that user information can be directly leaked if attackers can collect as much data as they can.
4.3 Traditional Privacy Protection Method
Depending on data types, their use cases and contexts, there will be fine-grained privacy enhance-
ment data upload policies that optimize privacy requirements and resource consumption (e.g., pro-
cessing, network bandwidth). In the following, we discuss different techniques and strategies to be
explored in this task to achieve resource efficient and privacy preserving uploading under different
contexts.
We differentiate data collected by connected vehicles and devices attached to them into two
major categories: personal identifiable data, and personal publishable data.
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4.3.1 Protecting Personal Identifiable Information
Personal identifiable data refers to the identifier, photos and messages, which are highly sensitive,
and thus usually not disclosed to any third party. Especially considering the recently reported
iCloud data breach issue, it is important to have corresponding mechanisms to secure user privacy.
Usually, two ways are used: (1) simply removing such information from data to be uploaded or (2)
exploiting cryptography based encryption are two ways to enhance the data confidentiality.
Removing sensitive information is the most straightforward way to protect user privacy and it
also helps reducing the data size and achieves better bandwidth efficiency. However, lacking such
information may prevent a driver from receiving valuable services. For example, a photo of the
interior of the car taken by a camera inside the car during an accident may help 911 customer
service to accurately accessing the severity of the accident and take appropriate actions.
On the other hand, to ensure confidentiality and prevent unauthorized reading in cloud and
beyond, sensitive data can be encrypted before they are uploaded to the cloud. However, encryption
makes the utilization, such as keyword search over plaintext, of the data difficult. Homomorphic
encryption and searchable encryption are two special encryption techniques that are useful to make
encrypted data utilizable (to certain extent) [BDO+04]. Depending on how uploaded data is to be
processed in the cloud, we need to investigate whether these techniques can be utilized and then
develop corresponding secure communication protocols for data uploading.
• Partially homomorphic encryption. Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption where
a specific algebraic operation performed on the plaintext is equivalent to another (possibly
different) algebraic operation performed on the ciphertext [DPS+12]. Thus, it allows com-
putations to run directly on encryptions of their inputs and produce encryptions of outputs.
Since the input, intermediate result and the output of a computation can all be in encrypted
form, homomorphic encryption based computation can be run by an untrusted party without
revealing its inputs, outputs and internal states. Fully homomorphic encryptions supporting
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both addition and multiplication are far more powerful as they allow any computation be ho-
momorphically evaluated. Unfortunately, existing fully homomorphic encryption schemes
are still very expensive to be used in practice. Partially homomorphic encryptions (support-
ing computation of only one operation, either addition or multiplication), such as unpadded
RSA, ElGamal, and Pailier are very efficient. If only simple data statistical computation
(e.g., SUM, AVERAGE, MAX) to be performed on uploaded data, we can utilize partially
homomorphic encryption schemes to provide additional protection of user data stored in the
cloud.
• Searchable encryption. Searchable encryption is an encryption technique which allows users
to search over encrypted data via keyword(s) without decrypting the data first [BBO07].
There are both symmetric and asymmetric searchable encryption schemes. Symmetric search-
able encryption is much more efficient while asymmetric or public searchable encryption
support a richer set of search predicates, such as conjunctive keyword search, subset, range
queries, and graph structure. Fuzzy key word searchable encryption has recently been pro-
posed to accommodate various typos and representation inconsistencies in different user
query inputs.
4.3.2 Protecting Personal Publishable Information
Personal publishable data including locations (which can still leak user privacy) can be partially
released to the service providers or advertisement providers to allow faster and targeted services
and advertisement. For this kind of data, cloaking, generalization or mix zone are typical ap-
proaches to enhance the privacy of the publishable data to achieve certain privacy properties such
as k-anonymity, t-closeness or i-identity. Alternatively, computational encryption schemes such as
efficient homomorphic encryption and searchable encryption mentioned previously can be utilized
if the data is to be used statistically. We also notice that many evidences have suggested that pri-
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vacy is context-dependent. For instance, existing studies on actual disclosure behavior of online
social networks show that many users increase the amount of personal information revealed to
their friends while simultaneously decrease the amounts of data revealed to strangers. On mobile
devices, different apps, user preferences and even physical environments (locations) play different
factors to affect the privacy level that the user tends to choose. Therefore, for personal publishable
data, we also propose to develop context-based privacy management module to provide an auto-
matic way to translate the various context factors to a specific privacy level. The level of privacy
will be used to determine the frequency of data uploading.
However, when it comes to connected vehicle scenarios, we should consider not only protect-
ing privacy but also maintaining normal service usability. Since privacy protection often comes
with a cost of reducing data utility, the balance between them should be addressed. This means
that we need to tailor suitable privacy preserving mechanisms or solutions for connected vehicles




Secure and Privacy-preserving Data Collection Mechanisms for
Connected Vehicles
In this chapter, we introduce a secure and privacy-preserving data collection framework for con-
nected vehicles.
5.1 Design Principles and Goals
In order to design a privacy preserving data collection framework, it is important to understand the
privacy implications and requirement. Based on analyses of failures and defect of existing systems,
we list the following key insights as a guideline for designing privacy preserving framework.
• Always keeping usability into consideration. The most important insight for designing real-
world connected vehicle applications is keeping usability into consideration. Privacy usually
comes with a cost, in order to minimize the cost of user operation, we propose to conduct
rigorous user studies and design controllable solutions.
• Providing user-centric privacy control. Based on the idea of keeping usability in mind, we
propose to allow different users to have different privacy preserving settings. Mechanisms
that allow users to set their privacy preference rather than default data access settings and
policies are required to provide personalized privacy protections.
• Understanding multi-modal data privacy. Multiple sources data collection modal will ben-
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efit constructing better profiles of users. However, it would threaten user privacy as well.
Different kinds of data might have different impacts on the user privacy, according to the
role who owns the data and the properties of the specific data. Some kinds of data may have
higher risk impacts than others if they are more related to the user’s personal identity. Mean-
while, if a kind of data are accessed multiple times or over a long time, it would be more
sensitive than being accessed once. As a result, to understand privacy impacting factors of
different kinds of data is necessary.
• Categorizing risk types. Different types of security and privacy risks (e.g., personal informa-
tion leakage, location privacy, financial risks etc.) can occur under the background of con-
nected mobility services. Comprehensive risk analysis and categorization should be studied
with considering the roles of users, trusted data collectors, and third-party service providers.
• Providing resilience against data breach. Collecting data and storing them on cloud servers
allow convenient data access and sharing. However, the large amount of data storage on
cloud servers might cause serious data breach concerns. So practical access control and
intrusion resilience are desired to prevent malicious parties from obtaining data they should
not access.
5.2 Technical Approach
Our technical approach starts with characterizing multi-modal data and understanding their privacy
implications, then two privacy preserving data uploading policies will be introduced.
5.2.1 Characterize Multi-modal Data
As we discussed above, collecting user data from multiple sources will benefit building a more
comprehensive profile of each user. For example, real time driving data can be directly collected
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from vehicles through ODB-II or wireless channel in V2X applications. But when it is not easy to
deploy data collection devices for vehicles, smartphone can be a alternative because it ensemble
various sensors such as IMUs, GPS, bluetooth and network modules. Meanwhile, emerging wear-
able devices provide additional dimensions of data, such as heart rate and body temperature of the
users, to understand the status of driving. However, these data from multiple sources not only fuel
various applications/services, but also cause serious concerns. For example, some of these data
can be non-identifiable (i.e., not PII), but combining them together might identify a specific user.
The privacy concerns can vary from individual to individual, as we have mentioned different users
have different privacy preference.
Based on these facts, we provide a privacy characterization for different kinds of user data
based on to what extent they can impact user privacy. In order to ensure a privacy preserving data
collection and and uploading, quantitative and qualitative analyses are given to discover privacy-
impacting patterns. This characterization can be a reference for understanding privacy impacts and
extracting usable information, and further used to define a variety of privacy-aware access control
semantics. Techniques like access control or data encryption should be consider to secure data
with high privacy impact.
Privacy Characterization
To characterize privacy impact, we not only consider data sources, but also consider properties of
each data. A kind of data can be described using a set of properties, including:
• Identifiable or not-identifiable: certain kinds of data is possible to identify a user. For exam-
ple, a user’s phone number, social security number, VIN, are identifiable because they are
associated with one user at a time uniquely. On the other side, some data are not identifiable,
such as sensor readings from smartphone or vehicles.
• Context-aware or context-independent: Context-aware means the data may have different
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implications under different contexts. Location is a context-aware data as some locations
may be Top locations (e.g. home, work place) [MJ13] of a user. But some other locations
locate at public area that will not disclose the user’s privacy. So the GPS signal that directly
reflect drivers’ locations is context-aware. Another example is the timestamp. It indicates
when a user is driving, which indirectly reflect daily activities of the user. So it is also
context-aware.
• Semantic or not semantic: Some data, such as vehicle model, make, phone type, contain
semantic information themselves. Some other data such as GPS readings indicate semantic
information implicitly. GPS indicate locations of users, because the GPS coordinates can be
transformed to semantic addresses using a map. So GPS data are semantic as well. On the
other hand, sensor data such as IMUs, yaw rate and wheel speed, do not contain semantic
meanings directly.
• Static or dynamic: Some data are rather linked to a static value, such as VIN, car/smartphone/smartwatch
model, while some data such as sensors readings are dynamic because they are refreshed fre-
quently.
Based on the discussion for privacy characterization, we summarize some typical data and their
privacy characterization in Table 5.1.
Privacy Model on Large Data
Based on the characterization above, we can define a privacy vector to describe each data item’s
properties, i.e., Z = [identifiableornot-identifiable,context awareorcontext-independent,semanticornot-
semantic, static or dynamic,]. For example, if a data d is identifiable, context-independent, se-
mantic, and dynamic, the privacy vector of d can be defined as Z
d
= [1, 0, 0, 0]; if a data d0 is
not identifiable, context-aware, not semantic, and static, the privacy vector of d0 can be defined as
Z
d
0 = [0, 1, 1, 1].
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1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
Semantic(0) or
not semantic(1) 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Static(0) or
Dynamic(1) 0 0 0/1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The privacy vector can be used to describe the privacy characteristics in a general way. How-
ever, it is worth to note that the value of characterization in a specific data’s privacy vector might
change under different situations. And indirect privacy risks of sharing some dynamic data can
also happen, which further depends on the time duration of data collection and frequency of data
access. For example, if a driver’s diving data are only accessed infrequently, an adversary might
not be able to infer the driver’s driving behaviors. However, if the adversary has the permission to
frequently query driving data like GPS coordinates, e.g., read real time GPS every 30 minutes, the
adversary is likely to infer the driver’s location profile, and more personal information [LZD+16].
So based on the discussion, we can conclude that all kinds of data might potentially and implic-
itly cause concerns to the user privacy.
In order to aggregate multiple data sources and examine potential risks for the data aggregation
in a descend way, a novel probabilistic mixture model learning framework that can adaptively
evaluate privacy risks for multi-model data is further proposed. Here, we denote D as driving data
produced by an individual driver, and it may contain multiple kinds of data, such as data from
vehicle, smartphone, smartwatch. Then a specific type of data d 2 D is represented by a vector of
characterizations v as we mentioned above. And a regression model for evaluating the risk score
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where R(A) is a risk score that indicate severity of privacy risk, such as [0, 0.25) indicates very
low risk, [0.25,0.5) indicates low risk, [0.5, 0.75) indicates medium risk, and [0.75,1] indicate high
privacy risk.
In practice, this model will need to be trained by some data associated with their risk levels
that are pre-defined based on expertise and experience. Then new data can be input for evaluat-
ing privacy risks. Equation 5.1 models risk scores of driving data by adaptively combining risk
factors from different sources. In particular, P (Z
d
= v|d) associates a kind of data to a spe-
cific combination of characterizations. For example, accelerometer reading is a kind of data that
is not identifiable, context-independent, not semantic, and dynamic in most cases, so we have
v = [1, 1, 1, 1]. But according to our discussion above, accelerometer reading might be used to
infer users’ identity given a large number of data [ETK+16], so it can be identifiable in this case,
i.e., v = [1, 1, 0, 1]. The probability of associating a specific kind of data with its privacy vector
is determined by previous knowledge (i.e., determined in the training phase), or validated by com-
bining existing techniques [ETK+16; MSV+15; CCS17; NVB+16] to reduce the need of manual
settings. Furthermore, the expression P (R
i
(D)|m, d) determines the risk score for a specific kind
of data associated with a specific privacy vector. Finally, a sigmoid function (i.e.,  (x) = 11+e x )
can be used here to adjust the value score into the range of [0, 1].
In summary, the model computes a uniform privacy score that quantifies privacy risks of data
from multiple sources. Given a set of labeled data, it can be trained and be used to evaluate the
risks of the future data. In practice, the weight of each kind of data in Equation 5.1 should be
adjusted to fit the real world requirement.
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5.2.2 Privacy Preserving Data Uploading
According to the discussion above, privacy implications of a kind of data might vary under different
scenarios. To cope with the complexity of measuring data privacy risks, fine-grained and context-
aware privacy preserving data collection and uploading that optimize privacy requirements and
resource consumption (e.g., processing, network bandwidth) is proposed in this section. Specifi-
cally, we present two data collection uploading policies: the fine-grained policy and context-aware
policy.
Fine-Grained Uploading
Sensitive data are encrypted in the most cases during data transmission to achieve confidentiality
and avoid internal or external leakage on cloud and beyond. However, encryption techniques might
reduce the utilization, for example, keyword search is easy to implement over plain-text, but hard
over cipher-text. Meanwhile, encryption also cause extra computational cost. In order to ensure
both the privacy requirement and the utility of data, we propose to provide fine-grained uploading
policies that allow users to hide specific kinds of data.
Different individuals might hold different viewpoints about what is privacy for themselves, so
different people want to protect different sets of data. To meet each individual’s requirement, firstly
we provide a self-defined uploading policy, which gives users the right to select data that they
would not be willing to share. The selected data will be encrypted or removed before uploading.
Meanwhile, people have uncertainty about the consequences of privacy related behaviors or
even their own preferences over those consequences [ABL15]. So as supplementary, a set of pre-
defined fine-grained policies is provided, which is based on characterizations of data in Table 5.1.
For example, users are able to choose to encrypt all identifiable data or all semantic data so that
their identity would not be leaked. In real world scenarios, risk scores of data in Equation 5.1




The term “context-aware” (or “context-dependent”) refers that a user will have different privacy
preferences and take different actions under different contexts. As we have discussed, location is
a kind of context dependent data. For examples, frequent appearances at hospitals is likely to be
more sensitive than appearances near a garden because the former may raise the health concerns
while the latter is positioned as a social spot; top locations [ZB11] (or most frequently visited
places, e.g., home or work place) are closely related to users’ identities, so they are much more
sensitive than other locations. Since GPS signals and other context-aware data are often collected
and shared in connected vehicle applications, context-aware uploading policies are designed to
prevent critical privacy from being leaking.
In this thesis, we study the location as a context-aware data, and in our design, two options for
context-aware uploading policies are provided. The first policy allows users to manually select
some locations that needs to be protected. And users can also set a range (a radius of a circle
whose center is a location needs to be preserved) for considering the protection within the area.
With this policy, when a driver enters the area around a location that needs to be protected, the data
collection will be paused in order to ensure data around these important location will not be leaked
and leveraged by adversary.
Since the first policy requires manual settings for the protected locations by users, it may cause
certain operation cost. To reduce operations of manually settings, we provide a method to automat-
ically execute context-aware data protection by identifying top locations of a user. By recording
a user’s historical location traces and storing the mobility history in the local database on smart-
phone or remote server (in our framework, we assume the data storage is secure, as they can be
encrypted), the policy is able to compute the top locations (which are sensitive locations in the
context) for this user. So similarly, the data collection will be paused when the user drives near her
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Figure 5.1: Architecture overview
top locations so that her top locations have no chance to be leaked.
5.3 Prototype Implementation
To implement the the secure and privacy preserving mechanisms, we develop a framework based
on a vehicle data collection module, smartphone, and smartwatch as a prototype.
5.3.1 Implementation of Data collection
The multi-model data collection framework is presented in Figure 5.1, which consists of smart-
phone, smartwatch, and the vehicular device. Since smartphone has ubiquitous network connec-
tions and good computation capability, it is used to integrate and synchronize data from the vehicle
and the smartwatch before uploading. And the privacy preserving policies are also implemented
on the smartphone. In our prototype, Android phone and watch are used.
Collecting Data on Vehicle
Data collected from vehicles mainly come from in-vehicle networks (e.g., CAN bus networks)
or vehicular embedded systems. The data mainly contains sensors readings and device parameters
that directly reflect the driving process, vehicle condition, driver behaviors. In our implementation,
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vehicle data from a Ford car are read from OpenXC1 and transmit to through Bluetooth socket.
The data contain 19 kinds of signals, such as accelerator pedal position, engine speed, fuel level,
etc. in total.
To set up the experiment phase, the OpenXC device should be plugged to ODB-II socket on the
vehicle, and the smartphone broadcasts messages and searches for the OpenXC device for building
Bluetooth connection . Upon the connection is set up, the smartphone is able to periodically read
vehicle data through the Bluetooth connection.
Collecting Data on Smartphone
In our prototype implementation, smartphone not only integrates data from the vehicle and the
smartwatch, but also provide abundant data such as IMU sensor data (accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetic), location data (Internet location and GPS location), network information (cellular net-
work and Wi-Fi network). To collect these data on an Android device, Service Managers need
to be registered and requested from getSystemService() function respectively for different kinds
of data. With a Service Manager, the data can be obtained by reading corresponding member
function.
Collecting Data on Smartwatch
Compared to smartphone, smartwatch can provide more data about a driver’s status, such as heart-
beats and core body temperatures. In our implementation, an Android smartwatch is used. The
approach for collection sensor data on a smartwatch is similar as the approach on a smartphone. In
order to transmit smartwatch data to the smartphone, the smartwatch and the smartphone need to
be connected through the Android Wear application2 . Then a DataApi.MessageListener on the




(a) Fine-grained uploading options (b) Recommended settings
Figure 5.2: Fine-grained uploading policies
on the watch is send by a GoogleApiClient.
Integration from Multiple Sources
To integrate data from different sources and upload them to remote cloud, we set up a timer in the
application on smartphone. Each time the timer times out, a event based function will be invoked
to upload the latest data. The frequency for the timer can be determined by the user or according
to service requirement.
5.3.2 Implementation of Data Uploading
To implement the two privacy preserving data uploading policies mentioned above, we set up a
remote server on an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. The server will receive data from smartphone
clients and store data in database.
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(a) Context-aware uploading poli-
cies
(b) Top location identification
Figure 5.3: Context-aware uploading policies
Fine-Grained Uploading
To implement the fine-grained data uploading policy, a set of options are provided to users so that
they are able to select which (or which group of) data needed to be encrypted. Here we just assume
that users encrypt data for preventing the data from being eavesdropped or stolen by adversary.
Without loss of generality, the operation can also be removing some specific data or not to collect
some specific data.
As shown in Figure 5.2(a), four options are provided in the user interface: no encryption, users-
defined encryption, recommended encryption, and all encryption. For the user-defined encryption
option, users can choose which kinds of data they need to encrypt. But as discussed in a previous
study [ABL15], users could be uncertain about the consequence about their data sharing and be un-
aware of whether sharing some data will lead to privacy leakage. So we also provide recommended
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encryption settings to users so that they can choose to encrypt sets of data according to the privacy
characterization, as shown in Figure 5.2(b). The encryption techniques used to encrypt data is RSA
encryption in our implementation, but in practice, other techniques can be used according to the
design and requirement.
Context-Aware Uploading
The context-aware uploading policy is also based on the location protection, since locations are
highly context dependent, as we discussed above. So a set of options that decide which places/areas
need to be protected are provided in our implementation, as shown in Figure 5.3(a). The initial
option is to allow data collection at all places. According to users’ preference, the self-defined
locations option allows users to set locations where they don’t want to share data. So users can add
locations by geo-coordinates and set a label for each locations. Meanwhile, as proposed in [Lan15],
users may tend to ignore privacy protection measures due to the operation cost of settings. So a
policy based on the top locations of a is also provided. The user’s historical traces are stored in
SQLite Database in Android system, and top locations of the user are computed on the historical
traces using clustering algorithms (locations are clustered into clusters and the top k clusters are
recognized as top k locations). After that, when the user drive into the area near the top locations,
the data uploading will be paused or the data will be encrypted before uploading, so that the
information around the user’s top location can be preserved from remote server. An illustration of
the top location option’s interface is shown in Figure 5.3(b).
Besides, considering the resource efficiency and network usage, we also provide the option
to store data locally when the Wi-Fi is inaccessible. Users can choose real-time data uploading
under different network conditions (Wi-Fi/Cellular Network). When the required network is not
inaccessible, our application will store the collected data locally in SD card of the smartphone, and
upload the data at a time when the network is connected.
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CHAPTER 6
Privacy Preserving Data Sharing in Connected Vehicle Services
Upon the given access to the data from the above application scenarios, a potential attacker largely
has two strategies depending on how they acquire the information to breach user privacy. We define
them as homogeneous information aggregation and heterogeneous information aggregation.
Homogeneous information means different data items from the same category of data. Attacks
based on homogeneous information aggregation try to infer additional information by accessing
the same data over a sufficiently long period. Unless there is a limitation in the amount of results
for the database query, an attacker can collect enough amount of data to infer extra information
about a user. For example, in a UBI scenario if an insurance company can query the GPS location
of a vehicle, the company will be able to reconstruct the location history of a driver and infer
meaningful information about a driver. By aggregating heartbeat rate, blood pressure, and glucose
level of a user for a long time in drowsiness detection, an attacker will be able to even infer certain
potential health issues of an individual. In a fleet management scenario with the driver information
anonymized for privacy protection, if an attacker is able to access some vehicle sensor data over
certain amount of time, the attacker will be able to fingerprint an individual, thus de-anonymizing
the fleet driver’s identity.
Heterogeneous information means information from different categories of data. A data con-
sumer typically should not be allowed to query data which she is not authorized to access. Unau-
thorized access can be easily prevented by enforcing finely-granular data access control. However,
if multiple data consumers collude with a malicious intent, heterogeneous information will be ag-
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gregated, thus breaching user privacy. In a smart mobility scenario, for example, if a credit card
company provides user information to a drive-in business, the critical user privacy can be leaked
together with the vehicle identity. In a fleet management scenario, it is also likely to infer the
identity of users when multiple sources of anonymized information are aggregated.
In practice, an attacker uses both strategies for information inference. The longer time (the
more data) the attacker has access to the data, the more types of data the attacker can access, the
higher winning chance for it.
More specifically, we look at two scenarios, personalized mobility service and group mobility
service.
In personalized mobility service applications, identity of user is usually not a concern as user
identity is required for a user to enjoy personalized services. However, a user may worry about
extra information leakage due to multi-sources of data aggregation over a sufficient long period. As
illustrated in Fig. 6.1, a user’s data are shared to some data consumers (e.g., data d1, d2, d3 in Fig.
6.1) but the data consumers can infer additional private data (e.g., data d
x
) using the shared data.
This type of privacy breach can happen in scenarios including usage-based insurance, dangerous
driving detection, and emerging smart mobility services.
In group mobility service applications, data consumer is allowed to access multiple user data
in order to derive useful group information. However, the service provider should not be allowed
to associate data with an individual user. As shown in Fig. 6.2, driver id should be anonymized
before sharing data, but the data consumer is able to link data to a specific driver (e.g., the driver
with id i
x
in Fig. 6.2), thus breaching the privacy. This type of privacy leakage can happen in fleet
management or real-time traffic monitoring, where drivers’ id should be anonymized.










Figure 6.1: Privacy risk by information inference
6.1 Attacker Model
In this chapter, we will show two potential privacy leakage with notable impact on real-world
connected vehicle services due to data sharing. In our model, we consider two business entities in
the new mobility ecosystem: data producer and data consumer. Data producers collect data and
store data on cloud server, and data consumers can query necessary data so that they can provide
customized or group services accordingly. In our model, we assume the data producer is trusted
and data is securely collected and stored in the cloud server [LMM+17; KSL+14; KSL+17] (the
design and privacy issues of the data producer in Figure 3.1 is out of the scope of the paper). Some
traditional OEMs (such as Toyota, Ford, etc.) which are aggressively building mobility platform
and transforming themselves into emerging mobility business are examples of data producers in
the future transportation ecosystem.
Service providers (data consumers) are semi-trusted. Although they receive data from the data













Figure 6.2: Privacy risk by de-anonymization
extra information from the data they receive. This means either they may try to leverage the data
with malicious purposes besides normal usage for providing services (e.g., tracking individuals’
activities and inferring individual’s personal identifiable information), or the data can be leaked
from data consumers to malicious parties who are aiming at discovering users’ privacy without
proper data management. Insurance companies and car sharing companies are examples of data
consumers. In the remaining part of this paper, we also denote the malicious data consumers as
attackers for convenience.
6.2 Privacy Risk of Top Locations Inference
Inference attack aims at illegitimately inferring or learning extra sensitive information about an in-
dividual with a high confidence through data analysis and data mining techniques [Kru07; LXZ+16;
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LZM17; CMC+12; YGZ+17]. An attacker already knows the identity of victim through the result
of data query. The goal is to infer extra information out of the given data query result, as shown
in Fig. 6.1. Inference attack is usually neglected and hard to defend against because sensitive
information can be inferred by seemingly non-sensitive data needed by applications.
In the context of connected vehicles, mobility location of an individual is a type of impor-
tant information that should be paid attention to, because there are many applications, in which
drivers’ GPS locations [TDK+11] or vehicle/mobile device data that can be used to recover driv-
ing path [GFS+14; NVB+16; ZCL+17] are required to be shared. For example, some usage based
insurances evaluate the premium based on how long a driver drive every day; connected vehicle
applications require vehicles’ real-time locations for communications.
Location traces are possible to expose sensitive information of individuals [Kru07; ZB11;
LZD+16]. For example, after collecting comprehensive mobility traces of a driver, top locations
are very likely to be inferred, and top locations are most correlated to users’ identities [Kru07;
ZB11]. Moreover, top locations can be linkable to her demographic information, hobby, and social
relationship [LZD+16]. The privacy issue due to location sharing is called location privacy. The
challenge here is how to protect individuals’ critical location privacy from being inferred through
data sharing while keeping usability of connected vehicle applications.
In this section, we present an attack to show the potential top location leakage during the loca-
tion traces sharing. Here the location traces can be direct GPS locations sharing or indirect trace
inference through driving sensor data [GFS+14; ZCL+17].
6.2.1 Problem Modeling
A user’s trace refers to her mobile movements along the spatial and temporal domain. In our
problem, a trace consists of a set of discrete GPS coordinates collected by vehicular sensors in
time sequence. We model a trace of a specific user u as a function mapping timestamps in T =
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From traces M of a user u, data owners can obtain an aggregate view on the user’s mobility pat-
tern by building the location profile, which includes the user’s visited location set L = {l1, . . . , ln}







) denotes percentage of visits of l
i
among M. So now our goal is to infer the top lo-
cations based on the location profile. One insight is that the most frequently visited locations are
usually the top locations of an individual [Kru07].
6.2.2 Inference Algorithm
In order to achieve this goal, we estimate top locations for an individual’s location traces based on
k-means clustering algorithm. The k-means clustering aims to partition all the locations into k sets
so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares of distance between each pair of points. So nat-
urally, centroids of clusters are shifted toward to centers of dense data points, which are probably
the most frequently visited places in our problem, so that within-cluster distances are minimized.
Besides, as a previous work [ZB11] pointed out, “top N” locations can be interpreted as semantic
information at different granularity levels (e.g., “top 2” locations are likely to be home and work
locations, “top 3” locations probably correspond to home, work, and shopping/school/commute
path locations). The k-clustering algorithm allows adjusting the parameter k to meet the require-
ments on inference granularities (i.e., how many top locations the attacker want to learn). Based
on these intuitions, the centroids of clusters are estimated as closed to the top locations. Formally,
given a set of GPS traces M, the k centroid points µ1, ..., µk from the k clusters C = {C1, ..., Ck}












where Dist(·) compute distances on the earth sphere according the the latitude and longitude of
two GPS coordinates.
6.3 Privacy risk by de-anonymization
In order to preserve individuals’ privacy, an attacker sometimes has only anonymized DB query re-
sults. However, sufficient amount of driving data (speed, acceleration, brake) will allow an attacker
to fingerprint each individual, and then an attacker will be able to deanonymize an individual later
by a means such as machine learning classification algorithms [ETK+16; CCS17], as illustrated in
Fig. 6.2. For example, in car fleeting services, driving data can be used to examine whether it is
the same driver driving the car. In the mix zone technique [BS04], users’ identifiers are hided, but
if we can identify a specific user using driving data, the mix zone technique can be bypassed. So
the fingerprinting attack brings privacy leakage risk. Previous work have considered to fingerprint
drivers using sensor data [ETK+16]. However, the results are only evaluated in experimental en-
vironment with complex parameter optimization. In their experiments, drivers drove on different
days respectively, which can discriminate driving due to road condition, traffic, etc., though the
data collection during the same time of day for each driver. The more important is data were col-
lected from each driver in a single day, but driving behaviors of a driver might change on different
days because of different moods, emotions, or health conditions. So without collecting a driver’s
data from different days, it is hard to justify potential false positives. As a result, these facts could
limit the attack in real-world scenarios.
In this paper, we consider real-world scenarios like the mix zone. Before driving into a mix
zone, the IDs of drivers can be observed, and the driving data are being collected. After driving
into the mix zone, new randomized IDs are assigned to drivers in this area to anonymize them. But
we can still use the driving data to fingerprint the anonymous drivers, thus breach the mix zone.
So in our problem, the fingerprinting is considered in each area (i.e., a piece of road). We select
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all drivers who have passed an area and denotes these drivers as a set U . Given a series of driving
data D collected from U , we try to identify which driver in U is the owner of D. So this problem
is formulated as a classification problem: each driver u in U has an ID, and has some historical
driving data which has been collected. So we can extract features from the driving data, and train a
machine learning model to correlate the driving data to the driver’s ID. Now, when an anonymous
driver driving through this road once again, we input the newly collected data into the model, and
identify the ID of the anonymous driver based on the historical data. The insight is that each driver
has its own unique driving behavior, which can be reflected on the driving data.
6.4 Countermeasures Methodology
In this section, we provide methods for thwarting privacy risks mentioned above.
6.4.1 Defending Inference Attacks in Location Sharing
To minimize leakage of location information, location obfuscation methods were proposed target-
ing at different scenarios, such as location-based services (LBS), mobile social networks, mobile
device applications [ACV+11; STT+12; CDM15; STT17]. However, existing solutions may not
be able to resist inference attacks (e.g., top location inference) while maintaining data utility. This
is because obfuscating each location will not significantly change the overall profile (e.g., distri-
bution, pattern) of location traces. To tackle this problem, shifting location coordinates towards
relatively non-sensitive area (e.g., public area) was proposed in [LZD+16]. This can be a promising
approach for LBS and mobile social networks check-ins. However, driving traces are continuously
monitored in some scenarios, shifting locations towards several assigned areas will cause incon-
sistency for the driving data, and further affect corresponding services. Given the fact that drivers’
locations are collected in so many scenarios, there is a dilemma (or a trade-off) between defending
against location inference attacks and maintaining data utility.
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In this section, we propose two different location sharing policies to balance the trade-off. Our
goal is to increase the bar for top location inference by sacrificing a small portion of data.
Two-End Data Removing Policy
Our first policy proposes to remove a certain portion of data from both ends of a trip, i.e., starting
point and destination of each trip. Formally, a trip here is a set of consecutive GPS data during
a driving, i.e., Trip = {< t1, lat1, lng1 >,< t2, lat2, lng2 >, ..., < tn, latn, lngn >}, where
t1 < t2 < ... < tn are in order. And the policy will discard data at the beginning, i.e., Tripb =








j+1, latj+1, lngj+1 >, ..., < tn, latn, lngn >}, of the trip. Here, indices i and j




) are the remaining
data after processing by this policy.
The motivation of this policy is based on the observation that the start points and end points
of a user’s driving trips are PoIs that the user stays for a relatively long time. So removing a
certain data points from the beginning and end of each trip will hide the exact locations of these
PoIs, while retaining majority of data during the trip for data consumer. This policy is especially
suitable for the scenarios that the driver has regular driving patterns between important locations.
For example, a driver who works regularly drives from home to work place in the morning, and
drives back home in the afternoon. The driving pattern is likely to repeat in weekdays though the
routes between home and work place and may change due to factors such as traffic condition and
intermediate visits. So this policy is able to preserve locations at both ends but retain intermediate
driving data for high-quality services.
Context-Aware Data Sharing
In this section, we improve the end data removing strategy and show how to intelligently remove
the portion of end data based on data usage pattern of the consumer (or attacker).
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Context-aware (or context-dependent) means that individuals’ data can, depending on different
situations, have different privacy preferences and be treated with different actions. For example,
given a set of GPS coordinates, some of them may indicate sensitive locations, while some of them
are not sensitive, so GPS data are context-aware. It is important to understand whether a specific
set of data is sensitive to individual’s privacy before publishing the data, and a potential solution
is to remove the sensitive part for preserving privacy while releasing the remaining non-sensitive
part for fulfilling usability. Based on the motivation, we propose to consider top locations (e.g.,
most frequently visited locations) as sensitive locations to an individual, and identify whether a set
of data is likely to expose top locations of this individual. There are different approaches to obtain
top locations of a single user, such as allowing users to choose several important locations they
want to preserve, analyzing users’ mobility patterns to find out daily visited positions, etc. Note
that in our attacker model, the data storage on cloud servers is secure, so we assume the storage or
computation for ground truth top locations on server is secure.
Given top locations of a user stored on cloud server, we are able to evaluate whether a set
of location data queried from a specific query is likely to reflect the user’s important locations. In
order to prevent the exact top locations from being inferred, we propose not to share data generated














) < R will be removed and not be shared to data consumers. In this way, it is expected to hide
top locations’ information by sacrificing data nearby. The evaluation of the two solutions will be
presented in Section 6.5.2.
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Figure 6.3: Top locations inference using daily data
6.4.2 Defending Fingerprinting Attacks
Adding Controllable Noise
Since unique driving behaviors extracted from driving data can be used to fingerprint and dis-
criminate different drivers, adding extra noise to hide the discrimination is a potential solution.
However, adding noise can reduce the utility of data for applications. So a solution that can control
both privacy and utility is desired.
To resolve the dilemma, we adopt an approach, which is inspired by an approach [DBC16]
based on differential privacy, that randomly selects noise from a Laplace distribution. According
to the definition of differential privacy [Dwo11], a randomized function K gives ✏-differential
privacy if for all datasets D1 and D2 differing on at most one element, and all S ⇢ Range(K):
Pr[K(D1) 2 S]  e✏ ⇥ Pr[K(D2) 2 S] (6.2)
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Figure 6.4: Top locations inference using weekly data
Specifically, if we denote f(·) is the original function for data query, X is the distribution of
noise, we can rewrite Equ. 6.2 as:
8t, Pr[f(D1) +X1 = t]
Pr[f(D2) +X2 = t]
 e✏ (6.3)
which means after adding noise, the query on D1 and D2 should return same output distribution.
Let d = f(D1)  f(D2), the distributions of noise are:
8x, Pr[X1 = x]
Pr[X2 = x+ d]
 e✏ (6.4)
where d is less or equal than the sensitivity  f , i.e., d   f = |f(D1)   f(D2)|. So now, we
know the distribution of noise is exactly Laplace noise Lap( f
✏
), i.e., Pr[Lap( ) = x] = 12 e
 |x|/  ,




The similar idea can be adopted into our problem. Before statistics of driving data are published
or queried, the noise is randomly selected from the Laplace distribution, Lap(µ;  ) where µ =
mean(statistics of data) and   = (max(statistics of data)-min(statistics of data))/✏, for each kind
of statistics. So now, K is the process of selecting random noise, S is the outcome of applying
random noise to driving data statistics, D1 and D2 are data sets before and after adding noise,
respectively. Since the parameter ✏ determines how much difference exists between D1 and D2, if
✏ is smaller, the noise added onto data is heavier, and the data utility would reduce more, and vise
versa. So by changing ✏, we can control to what extent two statistics distributions are alike, and
further control the balance between privacy and data utility.
Frequently-Changing Pseudonyms
The second defense is to use frequently-changing pseudonyms for “shorter" trip segments in order
to increase the bar for an attacker to correlate these trip segments belonging to the same vehicle.
Pseudonyms are commonly accepted as a mechanism to enhance anonymity and protect location
privacy. In our problem, frequently-changing pseudonyms can prevent an attacker who uses homo-
geneous aggregation strategy over vehicular data sets. Since we assume that cloud server is secure
in our attack model, it will be much more difficult for an attacker to build a proper fingerprint
for a driver when a trip is segmented by multiple pseudonyms. Even an attacker can obtain some
data to build driving profile of a user, data segments with less data points may not provide enough
information for an attacker to accurately identify anonymous users.
6.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we mainly introduce our evaluations for countermeasures of the two privacy risks
through data sharing using real-world vehicle datasets.
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6.5.1 Dataset
Our experiments are based on BSM data collected in the Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD)
project [BS14]. In the SPMD project, driving data was collected from connected vehicle to find
out how well safety technologies and systems work in a real-life environment with real drivers and
vehicles. Basic driving data include timestamps, GPS location and heading, speed, brake pedal
status, acceleration, yaw-rate, etc. These data are collected from drivers recruited by University of
Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI). In this paper, we use a subset of data from
Safety Pilot dataset. For location privacy inference, individual data will be studied independently.
We mainly use GPS tracking coordinates to study how privacy-preserving policies affect the top
location inference. The data we used involve 25 drivers who drove more than one week within
one month (Apr. 2016) and their driving GPS data. Totally, 14,558,429 GPS records are included
during 407.8 hours’ driving. For fingerprinting, multiple user data are studied simultaneously. The
dataset contains 43 drivers and 2,648,543 records of driving data. Driving data (listed in Table. 6.1)
are used to perform fingerprinting attacks and corresponding countermeasures, and anonymized ids
of drivers are used as ground truth to evaluate performance.
6.5.2 Top Location Inference and Preservation
Attack Evaluation
We evaluate the top location inference attacks based on a dataset containing 51 drivers’ driving
data within one month (Apr. 2016). In order to avoid bias due to small sample size, we only
select drivers who drove more than one week (seven days) during April 2016. Then, due to the
difficulty of obtaining top locations of each driver, we use residence/home to represent a kind of top
locations in our experiment. The ground truth top locations are determined by manually examining
each driving trip which is visualized on Google map. If most of trips of a driver start or end at a
place near residential area, we recognized this place as this driver’s residence, i.e., top locations
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Figure 6.5: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of average inference error
in the experiment. If a driver’s top location can not be identified with confidence, this driver will
not be considered into experiment. Finally, 25 out of the 51 drivers meet the requirement and are
selected in our experiments. Then we perform the algorithm mentioned in Section 6.2 on each
drivers’ driving routes. The number of centroids is set as 3, i.e., k = 3 in Equ. 6.1. This is
because humans’ mobility patterns were considered to contain “top 3” locations: home, work, and
shopping/school/commute path locations [ZB11].
We first consider to use daily driving data to perform inference on each driver respectively.
This is to assume that an attacker can only obtain small amount of data, i.e., data generated in a
day. Fig. 6.3 shows the mean (green triangle), minimum, first quartile (bottom edge of the box),
median, third quartile (top edge of the box), and the maximum of inference error for trips of each
driver respectively. Here the error is defined as the distance between the ground truth top location
and its nearest inferred top location. Within the 25 drivers, 12 drivers have an average inference
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Figure 6.6: Experiments for two-end data removing policy
error less than one mile, which means their top locations can be guessed within a relatively small
area. Overall, the average error for the 25 drivers top location inference is 1.23 mile and Fig. 6.5
shows cumulative distribution function of average inference error of each driver.
As discussed in Section 3.3, data consumers can aggregate more homogeneous information
according to their capability. Here, the GPS trace is the homogeneous information that some data
consumers (e.g., UBI, mobility service providers) request. So we also study whether more data will
increase the privacy leakage. Assuming the party is able to collect data for a week, we separate data
in one month into four weeks and perform inference experiments on location data points within
each week. Fig. 6.4 shows the results. Compared with the results in Fig. 6.3, 14 drivers have
lower average inference errors, and the total average error of all 25 drivers is 1.08 mile, which is
also lower. Cumulative distribution function in Fig. 6.5 further supports the conclusion that given
weekly data, drivers’ top locations can be more accurately estimated. This is because more data
will expose more about a driver’s mobility patterns and location profile, thus frequently visited
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locations, such as residence, can be better estimated by algorithms.
Defense Evaluation
Firstly, we evaluate the two-end data removing policy. The trade-off here is how much data needed
to be removed and how far the inferred top locations will be shifted after removing some data at
the two ends of a trip. Fig. 6.6 shows the results of inferring top locations using daily driving data
when different portions of data are removed from each trip’s beginning and end. It can be seen that
the average inference error increases proportionally when increasing the amount of data removal.
When we remove 15% data from the beginning and 15% data from the end of each trip (30% of
data are removed in total), the average inference error is 2.124 miles, which is obviously larger
than original results.
Then we evaluate the context aware data sharing policy. In Fig. 6.7, given different ranges
of data removing around top locations (from 500 meters to 3000 meters), the blue line shows the
average inference error and the red line shows the average percentage of data which are removed
within the range. We can see that when the range is set as 2500 meters (around top locations), the
inference error is around 2.55 miles and the data loss is only 20%. The result shows that, compared
with two-end data removing, the context aware data sharing can be more specifically targeted to
resist top location inference by sacrificing less data. By scarifying a small amount of data, our goal
is to avoid important location leakage to secure individuals’ privacy. And further balance the right
of privacy protection for customers and the usage of data for data consumers.
6.5.3 Fingerprint Attacks and Defense
Attack Evaluation
We first introduce experiments and results of our fingerprinting attacks.
Experiment settings: To evaluate the potential risks, we performed four (independent) experi-
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Figure 6.7: Experiments for context-aware data sharing policy
ments by selecting four roads around Ann Arbor, Michigan, US (Road 1-4). The average distance
of driving trips through each road varies from 0.37 miles (short road) to 2.6 miles (long road), as
we want to find out whether small scale of driving data can be used to fingerprint drivers (Fin-
gerprinting attacks for long distance driving using ODB-II data have been validated in previous
work [ETK+16]. However, it is suspected less data can intuitively reduce the success rate of the
attack proposed in it). The number of drivers who have been taken into consideration is shown as
“Num of Drivers” in Table 6.1, which is the number of drivers who passed this road for more than
ten times in the testing set to minimize bias. Baseline is selected by randomly guessing an id for
the testing data. This is to assume an external attacker does not know any information so it can
only randomly guess who generates these data.
Feature and model selection: The driving data in our data set include: accelerator pedal, lon-
gitudinal acceleration from Conti IMU, lateral acceleration from Conti IMU, brake light active,
vehicle speed from transmission, turn signal reading, yawrate from Conti IMU, left boundary sig-
nal, right boundary signal. But not all of them contribute to the best fingerprinting performance, so
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Table 6.1: Evaluations of fingerprinting attacks
Experiments Road 1 Road 2 Road 3 Road 4
Num. of Drivers 10 6 15 12
Random Guess (Baseline) 0.10 0.17 0.07 0.08
Fingerprint Attacks 0.83 0.80 0.81 0.86
Using single sensor to do fingerprinting
Accel. Pedal 0.47 0.6 0.3 0.36
Longitudinal Accel. 0.57 0.43 0.24 0.26
Lateral Accel. 0.64 0.72 0.34 0.26
Boundary Left 0.37 0.29 0.28 0.28
Boundary Right 0.41 0.41 0.25 026
Brake 0.26 0.29 0.18 0.20
Speed 0.47 0.39 0.3 0.34
Turn Signal 0.31 0.38 0.20 0.21
Yaw Rate 0.65 0.63 0.33 0.28
we use Filter method [GE03] to filter out redundant sensor data and find an optimal combination
of sensor data. Finally, six sensor data types (accelerator pedal reading, lateral acceleration, speed,
turning signal reading, yawrate) are selected in our experiments.
To extract features for each driving trip from a sequence of sensor data, we calculate typical
statistical features including minimum, maximum, average, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness
of sensor data of each driving across the roads. Since the fingerprinting attack is a classification
problem as discussed in Section 6.3, we use 75% data (i.e., historical data with known id) as
training set and use the remaining 25% data (i.e., anonymized data that we recover its id) as testing
set.
Among various classification models, random forest classification model is chose as the classi-
fier because its outstanding performance under most of scenarios. The choice of parameters of the
random forest model is based on cross validation. The number of learning tree within the random
forest model is set as 200, and entropy is used as criterion to split nodes in learning trees.
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Results: Table 6.1 shows results of random guessing and our fingerprinting attacks for each of
four experiments on four different roads respectively. The accuracy of all four sets of experiments
exceed 80%, which is significantly higher than the baseline. The results reflect that the risks
of de-anonymization using seemingly non-identifiable sensor data do exist. We also present the
fingerprinting accuracy for each single kind of sensor data in Table 6.1. We can see if only using
one kind of data to perform fingerprinting, inference accuracy is significantly lower compared
with using multiple sensors data together. This shows the effects of heterogeneous information
aggregation, as introduced in Section 3.3.
We also consider the data aggregation in time domain, which means different attackers can col-
lect different amount of data to perform fingerprinting, according to their capabilities. In Fig 6.8,
we select different percentage of data from driving traces as training sets, which corresponds dif-
ferent amount of data that can be obtained by attackers, and the remaining data as testing sets to
evaluate the performance. The results illustrate that given more data, the attacker’s inference accu-
racy increases (e.g., increased by 19% at most in Road 4). The results indicate that collecting more
data (or performing long time tracking for anonymized drivers) will intensify the privacy leakage.
However, even only given 10% of data traces, the inference accuracy is considerable, i.e., 73%
averagely, which shows that small amount of data are enough to learn each driver’s behaviors and
distinguish different drivers. So countermeasures are required.
Defense Evaluation
We first validate the approach by adding controllable noise to experiments above. Table 6.2 shows
the fingerprinting results after adding Laplace noise (✏ is chose as ✏ = 4) for the four experiments
as an example. We can observe a significant decrease of fingerprinting attack accuracy. Fig. 6.9
shows the attack performance for varying ✏. It illustrates that as we decrease the ✏ (i.e., as we
increase the scale parameter of the Laplace distribution Lap(·)), accuracy decreases. The figure
clearly shows the trade-off between privacy protection through adding noise and the data utility
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Figure 6.8: Results under different amount of data
Table 6.2: Evaluations of countermeasures for fingerprinting attacks
Experiments Road 1 Road 2 Road 3 Road 4
Num. of Drivers 10 6 15 12
Random Guess (Baseline) 0.10 0.17 0.07 0.08
Fingerprint Attacks 0.83 0.80 0.81 0.86
Adding Noise (✏ = 4) 0.28 0.47 0.32 0.46
Frequently-Changing
Pseudonyms
0.27 0.70 0.28 0.41
due to the noise. Adding more noise will reduce the possibility of identity inference, but it will
change the data and affect usage in the mean time. The trade-off can be controlled by the parameter
✏. So in a real world application, it is important to find a proper ✏ according to the scenarios and
requirement of services.
Then, we evaluate effects of frequent-changing pseudonyms. We mimic an implementation
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Figure 6.9: Results after adding Laplace noise
which assigns 10 pseudonyms to equal-length segments of data during each driving trip. And
each segment is recognized as a single trip in the testing set, since the attacker can only observe
data segments under pseudo ids. The results in Table. 6.1 indicate that the inference performances
are reduced in varying degrees, especially in the cases that more than 10 drivers are considered
(e.g., Road 1, Road 3, Road 4), the accuracy decreases to 0.28 and 0.41 respectively. This shows





Data driven applications benefit user experience with connected and automated vehicle (CAV)
technologies but also bring privacy concerns given huge amount of data being collected, utilized
and potentially shared to third parties. In this thesis, we firstly provide an overview of the land-
scape of emerging connected vehicle and analyze potential data privacy under several scenarios.
Our analyses and experiments show that direct and indirect privacy attacks are feasible in corre-
sponding scenarios. To thwart privacy breaches while maintain data usability, we not only consider
different policies to control at the data collection phase, but also propose different countermeasures
to defend against attacks during data sharing. Our implementations and evaluations based on real
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